JacFab
”No drill” Front License Plate Bracket (ZL1)
Installation instructions & disclaimer

•Installation
-Tools needed
-10mm Socket w/ short extension
-Ratchet
-5/32 Hex head wrench
-Torx T15/20
-An assistant is helpful
Use the 10mm socket and ratchet
to remove the 2 10mm bolts under
the bumper cover (red arrows), and
the 2 Torx screws (green arrows).
Place the serrated lock washer on
the supplied 10mm head bolts (black)
first, followed by the normal washer
(black), then insert the bolts through the
bottom of the bracket. Next place the supplied spacer onto the bolt, on top
of the bracket (pic below left). Hold the license plate bracket in place,
inserting the bolt/spacer assembly into the hole on the bottom of the
bumper (pic below right).

Begin to thread the bolts by hand. Be careful not to cross thread the bolts
into their prospective mounting holes. Occasionally it can be difficult to get
the bolt threads started, as you cannot see where they are going during this
process. If it feels like the bolts are going in tight, or crooked, STOP,
unscrew them, and try again. It may take a few tries to get the bolts
started, as visibility is obstructed by the GFX. Once the bolts are started, use
the ratchet and 10mm socket to tighten the bolts, do not tighten them all
the way yet.

Reinsert the Torx bolts in the
front slots once the rear bolts
have been started in. Do not
tighten them all the way yet.

The mounting holes for the bottom of the bracket are slotted for
adjustability, look down the front of the car to ensure the bracket is centered
on the front of the car.

Not Centered

Centered

Pull one side of the bracket forward, or push one side backward to slide the
bracket so that it’s centered. Also ensure that the bracket isn’t too far back.
We recommend at least 1/4” inch of clearance between the bracket and the
body of the car. Once you are happy with the alignment of the bracket to the
car, and are comfortable with the distance of the bracket from the car, finish
tightening the mounting bolts under the bumper with the ratchet and 10mm
socket, and the front torx bolts.
NOTE: Blue loc-tite can be used on the 10mm mounting bolts if desired by the end user. DO NOT use
red loc-tite!

Slightly bend the license plate in the center and use the 5/32 hex head
wrench to attach it using the supplied hex head screws with washers (silver
hardware) to the four (4) holes in the face of the bracket.

Disclaimer: You are installing this piece at your own
risk. JacFab LLC. Or its associates cannot be held
liable for any damages to the vehicle, any other
property, personal injury, or injury to any other person
caused by/from the installation of this piece on the
end users vehicle.

Bracket installed

